**RAINTIGHT STEEL EMT COMPRESSION FITTINGS**

**Application**

Use RACO Raintight Steel EMT Compression Fittings in wet locations to bond and secure EMT conduit to a box, enclosure, or couple two ends of EMT conduit. RACO Raintight Steel EMT Compression Fittings have been designed to comply with the new U.L. Raintight test requirements and to comply with the requirements of the 2008 NEC 358.42 and 314.15

**Features**

- All steel construction ensures mechanical protection for the raceway
- Fittings are available in 1/2" to 4" trade sizes. RACO offers one of the most complete lines in the industry
- Zinc Electroplate Finish provides for a durable, corrosion resistant installation
- Blue tinted compression nuts and "Wet Locations" markings allow inspecting authorities to immediately determine that the installation is up to code
- All connectors are supplied with a factory installed knockout seal. No need to add the expense of buying a gasket separately
- No need to disassemble the fitting prior to installation. RACO Raintight Steel EMT Compression Fittings are designed so that when they come out of the carton they can be installed directly on the conduit. No need to waste time loosening compression nuts
- No need for special tools to install properly. Install these fittings lie any other steel EMT compression fitting. No need for torque wrench to insure proper installation